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Introduction and Geological / Archaeological Terms

Welcome to Chapter 6, the world of a million years ago. We are now holding one gold bar
of time in our hands. It’s time to learn another round of technical terms. The present-day
geological period is called the Quaternary. The lengthy first epoch of the Quaternary, the
Pleistocene Epoch, lasted from 2.6 MYA all the way up to Chapter 4. These terms no longer gibe
very well with their etymologies.

The term “Quaternary” originally meant “fourth” and

“Pleistocene” meant “the most recent”. Now they have both been redefined to coincide with
Earth’s current cycle of ice ages.

 Neogene
 Pliocene

Lomekwian

Quaternary Period
Pleistocene Epoch (“Ice Ages”)
Geological scale above / Archaeological scale below
Lower Paleolithic (Europe) / Early Stone Age (Africa)
Oldowan Industry
Acheulean Industry

3 MYA

2 MYA

1 MYA

→
→
→

300 TYA

For the first time in Chapter 6, we encounter time scales that are used by archaeologists
instead of geologists.

Archaeology is the study of humans and their artifacts.

In fact,

archaeologists define “humans” as distinct from earlier hominin animals by their use of tools. The
first tools were made of stone, so the earliest archaeological age is called the Stone Age, or in Latin
-lithic. The Stone Age is much longer than scientists realized when they first named it, so it has
been divided and subdivided many times over. The oldest part of the Stone Age is called the
Paleolithic, which itself has lower, middle, and upper stages. Chapter 6 coincides almost perfectly
with the lower Paleolithic, also known as the “Early Stone Age” in Africa. Finally, this layer
encompasses the three oldest specific embodiments or “industries” of stone technology. Those
few stone tools known from 3 MYA are called Lomekwian. The tools in use 2 MYA belong to
the Oldowan Industry, and those from 1 MYA fall into the Acheulean Industry. Not all scientists
agree that these classifications are meaningful, 1 but they are the preferred archaeological terms
for now.
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As in earlier chapters, planet Earth itself set the stage for its natural history. Climate and
geography directed plant evolution, which affected animal life and human ancestry. For the last
few million years, global climate has been characterized by a series of ice ages. Section II of this
chapter discusses the overall causes and effects of these ice ages. For our purposes, the most
important consequence was the evolution of what we now call the Homo genus – early humans.
The paleontological and archaeological record of that evolution – the “hard” data of bones and
stones – is the subject of Section III.
Chapter 7 was the point of departure for the hominin clade from the rest of the great apes.
The commonalities of humans with other apes were discussed in Chapter 7. Chapter 6 focuses on
the differences, which are harder to date but are reserved for this chapter as a practical matter.
Aside from the skeletal anatomy, Section IV discusses the major soft-tissue and behavioral traits
that set the hominins and humans apart from chimpanzees.

II. The Ice Ages
A. The Rule: Glacials
Chapter 7 introduced a long-term global cooling trend. Shortly after 3 million years ago,
the climate crossed a critical threshold. The polar ice caps grew, extending well into the temperate
zones. The Earth entered an ice age. This Quaternary ice age was not the first or the most severe.
Geologists know of four earlier major ice ages. In our logarithmic history, though, the others were
just blips in deep time. The Quaternary ice age completely dominates our study of the past few
million years. Technically, we are still in it.
What causes the polar ice caps to grow?

Chapter 7 discussed several long-term

contributing factors related to plate tectonics, ocean currents, and the composition of the
atmosphere. Once global conditions are right, there are two major proximate causes: one on land
and another at sea.
Ice sheets on land are called glaciers. A glacier is simply a perennial accumulation of
snow. If more snow falls in the winter than melts the following summer, then that snow cover
persists year-round. Next year, it grows a little larger. After many years, the deep layers harden
into solid ice. As a glacier grows to massive scale, its sheer weight gives it a life of its own.
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Glaciers can creep down slopes, carve fjords, displace boulders, calve icebergs into the ocean, and
even deform the crust of the earth beneath them. Northern glaciers are mostly predisposed to form
in Canada and the Rockies, Greenland, northern Europe, western Siberia, the Himalayas, and the
Alps. In the southern hemisphere, they are almost entirely restricted to Antarctica but can also
form in the southern Andes.
Meanwhile, the surface of the ocean can freeze over to form sea ice. It takes protracted
cold weather to do this, but it does not require any precipitation. Colder temperatures make sea
ice deeper and more durable and enable it to persist at lower latitudes.
Ice sheets on land and sea alike feed themselves with a positive feedback loop. White ice
reflects much more sunlight than the darker soil or water beneath it. As the icy Earth reflects more
light and absorbs less, temperatures drop even further and enable the ice to encroach closer to the
equator. At times, ocean waters have frozen fully down both coasts of Canada and around Europe
as far south as the British Isles. Glaciers have reached lowlands as far south as 40º N, the latitude
of the central United States. Sure, Nebraska gets snow every winter. But can you imagine visiting
Nebraska in July and finding it covered with ice a mile thick? That’s the difference between winter
weather and an ice age.
An ice age has an enormous impact on life. A glacial ecosystem can support little more
than microbes, moss, algae, worms, and some small birds. 2 Most native terrestrial life forms must
surrender their habitats to the ice sheets. Sea ice supports a much richer food web (polar bears,
walruses, penguins) but is less stable and covers a limited area. But the impact doesn’t end at the
ice’s edge. Polar caps influence the rest of the world, even aside from temperature. An ice age
results in a dry climate: the more water gets locked away in glaciers and sea ice, the less is
available to recirculate into the atmosphere. Furthermore, glaciers lock up large amounts of water
on land that would otherwise melt and find its way to the ocean. As a result, sea levels fall,
sometimes changing the shapes of continental shorelines. Sea ice does not affect sea level, as you
might notice when the ice in your drinking water melts and does not cause overflow.

B. The Exception: Interglacials
As a rule, the planet has been in an ice age state for the last three million years. Fortunately
for us, it is barely an ice age. When conditions conspire to produce particularly warm northern
summers / southern winters, summertime melting exceeds winter freezing and the ice momentarily
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retreats back to its polar realms. As you might guess, we are lucky enough to be in one of those
exceptional periods right now, an interglacial. The pattern of the Quaternary has been 100,000year glacial periods punctuated by 10,000-year interglacials. These climatic fluctuations are
caused by complex planetary wobbles known as Milankovitch Cycles, named after the amateur
astronomer who spent three decades of his spare time calculating their effects by hand. In plain
English, we might call them the shape of Earth’s orbit, the angle of Earth’s tilt, and the direction
of Earth’s tilt.
Earth’s orbit, like every planet’s, is an ellipse or a “stretched circle”. Eccentricity describes
the amount of stretch in the ellipse. Under the gravitational influence of Jupiter and Saturn, Earth’s
orbit fluctuates from minimum eccentricity to maximum and back to minimum again in 100,000year cycles. When the orbit is at its most eccentric, the seasons are at their most extreme and the
Earth’s average distance to the sun is at a minimum. 3 These are prime conditions for glacial thaw.
The glacial fluctuations of the past one million years closely match this 100,000-year period, but
Earth’s eccentric variation is very small and not enough by itself to account for interglacials. 4

Exaggerated change in Earth’s
orbital eccentricity. An eccentric
orbit brings Earth slightly closer to
the sun on average, and more
importantly it makes the seasons more
extreme.
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Nothing in the solar system is perfectly
symmetric or aligned. Earth has an equatorial bulge.
*

The planes of Earth’s orbit, Earth’s equator, and

the moon’s orbit are all slightly offset from one
another. As a result of all these imbalances, the
gravity of the moon and sun tug on Earth’s orbital
axis and slowly twist it around in a cone. This
causes a 25,000-year cycle in stellar north, the
direction in which Earth’s North Pole points toward
the stars. Sometimes the North Star is Vega, ¼ of
the entire night sky away from Polaris!

For

purposes of climate change, the important issue is
that northern summertime occurs when the North
Pole faces the sun. The twisting axis causes summer
to occur at varying points around Earth’s orbit –
sometimes when Earth is closer to the sun and
Precession of the equinoxes. Line A shows
Earth’s axis today. Lines A’, A’’ etc show the
precession of the axis around a cone in a 25,000
year cycle, causing the seasons to shift around
Earth’s orbit.

sometimes when it’s farther away. Astronomers
call this seasonal effect the precession of the
equinoxes.

When northern summertime occurs

close to the sun, we get the unusually warm

northern summers that promote interglacials. 5
Due to the laws of physics, precession of the equinoxes causes yet another cycle, a
precession of obliquity. 6 Obliquity measures the angle at which Earth’s axis (through the poles)
is tilted from its orbital axis (perpendicular to its orbit around the sun). This angle makes a 41,000year cycle from about 22º to 25º and back again. A steeper obliquity causes greater seasonal
variations and more intense northern summers, so it is the higher obliquity that favors interglacial
thaws. 7

*

Who doesn’t?!
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The latter two cycles do not affect the
total amount of solar energy to reach Earth, but
rather the distribution of that energy around
the globe and throughout the year. That’s how
touchy the climate is! The patterns of sunlight
make a difference because of Earth’s own
asymmetries. The Arctic and Antarctic zones
are polar opposites in more ways than one.
The North Pole is in the center of a small ocean
surrounded by land. The South Pole is situated
on a small continent surrounded by water. It
is much harder to melt glaciers in the southern
hemisphere, which has land at the most
extreme latitudes. In fact, Antarctica has been

Obliquity. The tilt of Earth’s axis (red) oscillates
within this narrow range.

permanently glaciated since Chapter 7. The Arctic Ocean has limited area to form sea ice, but
when ice does form there it is landlocked and stable. While the Antarctic Ocean is nearly unlimited
in size, the ice that forms there is unrestrained from drifting northward and melting. Another major
difference between the poles is their snowfall. The Gulf Stream delivers copious precipitation to
the Arctic Circle, while Antarctica is one of the most arid regions on Earth. That is fortunate,
because if the South Pole got as much snow as the North, most of the world’s fresh water supply
would now be locked up in the southern polar cap! Early studies of the ice ages focused
exclusively on the northern hemisphere because that was where the scientists lived and made their
discoveries. More recent evidence suggests that southern sea ice has had particularly strong
influence on the ice ages of the past million years. 8
The Milankovitch Cycles are too complex to fully understand here. There are a few other
cycles that Milankovitch did not know about. They all interact with each other, sometimes
reinforcing and sometimes cancelling each other out. Sunlight further interacts with terrestrial
conditions such as currents, atmosphere, geography, and even life. The takeaway point is that
these past three million years have been 80 – 90% ice ages. The climate that we call “normal”
today only occurs in exceptional times called interglacials. Interglacials tend to begin suddenly,
last about 10,000 years, and then gradually succumb to 100,000 more years of ice. 9
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III. Early Humans
A. Genus Homo
As the ice ages began three million years ago, our ancestors were the hominins of eastern
and southern Africa. They never saw glaciers or even much snow, but their environment was
impacted by the cycle of wet and dry climate. Ice ages led to an arid Africa with increased
grasslands and deserts at the expense of woods. It is surely no coincidence that in the early
Quaternary hominins evolved a long striding gait and became fully terrestrial animals. Grasslands
grew to their maximum range around 2 MYA. 10 At the same time and place, we first find fossils
classified in genus Homo, the paleontological definition of “human”.
We must always remember that the line between hominins and humans is fuzzy and
arbitrary. That being said, of course we are naturally curious about the first beings that we would
recognize as human. The earliest species to have been given this title is Homo habilis, which
inhabited eastern Africa around 2 MYA. This is a benchmark transitory species, still with
Australopithecine size and proportions, but with a larger braincase, more agile hands, and a
command of tools. (Habilis means “handyman”.) A facial feature that made H. habilis look more
human was a reduction of the snout into a flatter mouth.
The star of this chapter is Homo erectus, “upright man”. Dated conservatively to the
interval of 1.8 – 0.3 MYA, this was the longest-living human species of all time. It was also the
farthest-ranging of its day. Homo erectus was the species that took the bold new step where no
hominin had gone before: out of Africa. 11 Its range eventually expanded to all of Africa, southern
Europe, and southern Asia, all the way to China and Indonesia, where famous early discoveries
were known as “Peking Man” and “Java Man”. The strictly African version of H. erectus is called
H. ergaster.
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A Homo ergaster / erectus reconstruction. See endnote for attribution.

Homo erectus looked very similar to us in overall size and shape.

12

It was larger than

earlier hominins and had a more modern proportion of shorter arms and longer legs. Its teeth and
jaws were shrinking but still larger than ours. Erectus was the first species to sport the uniquely
human nose. The projecting nasal bone was a relatively minor alteration of the skull, but it makes
immense psychological difference to us when we look at a face and judge it as “human” or
“animal”. Like all apes before it, the erectus skull had a prominent bony brow ridge and essentially
no forehead; the top of the head appeared “squashed flat” compared to ours. Below the neck, it
had the same skeleton as us but with more robust bones.
The first humans found in Europe are given the name Homo antecessor. Fossils from Spain
date to about 1 MYA. A slightly younger European species is Homo heidelbergensis, dated
conservatively to 600 – 400 TYA and also found in Africa and southwest Asia. Heidelbergs
exhibited some relatively sophisticated behavior such as building shelters and using spears.
Humans of this period looked very similar to one another. It takes expertise to point out the subtle
anatomical differences among these early Homo species.
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Europe’s famous Neanderthal man (officially Homo neanderthalensis) is known almost
entirely from much younger fossils dating to the Chapter 5 time scale. However, DNA analysis
recently identified some 430,000-year-old human remains in Spain as early Neanderthals. 13 The
same study concluded that Neanderthals and modern humans diverged from a common ancestor
around 600 – 800 TYA. 14 This leads to H. antecessor or heidelbergensis as good candidates for
the Neanderthal / modern human common ancestor. Neanderthals eventually spread eastward to
central Asia. They stuck to high latitudes, apparently thriving near the glacial line as they fed on
cold-climate animals.

B. The Multiregional Hypothesis
One of the most fundamental debates about early human origins concerns long-term
ancestry and migration. Early humans – humans that were not quite anatomically identical to us
– roamed Africa, Asia, and Europe for two million years. By criteria of skeletal appearance, some
scientists have categorized the fossil record into more than ten different human species. Now they
are all gone but us Homo sapiens. Why is that?
Here we have to pick at the competing definitions of the word “species”. We can define
fossil species by physical features or by phylogenic relationships. Appearances are much easier
to measure, but they don’t tell the full story of ancestry. The real question is: how many fossil
human “species” were evolutionary dead-ends, and how many belonged to the lineage that still
lives on with us?
The two classic answers to this question are hypotheses called Multiregional Evolution
(MRE) and Recent African Evolution (RAE). Both were refined in the 1980s. In light of evidence
since then, they seem to be converging toward a middle ground. Still, contrasting their differences
is a good way to frame the issue.
In its extreme form, the MRE hypothesis contends that Homo has always been one species,
a widespread but continuous gene pool. 15 Early human species such as ergaster, antecessor, and
heidelbergensis were just local variations of Homo erectus. The Old World supercontinent is vast,
but it does not pose any distinct boundaries to human mating. Genes continued to flow from one
end to the other, and Homo sapiens is the long-term result of this interbreeding across multiple
regions. Local idiosyncrasies eventually got ironed out in the universal human. Under this
hypothesis, human beings ourselves were the world’s first product of globalization!
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The RAE hypothesis (currently the majority opinion) 16 views the Homo genus as several
species that did not mate with each other. Homo sapiens was just one of them. After evolving
about 100,000 years ago in Africa, according to RAE, our species then rapidly populated the rest
of the world and drove the rest of the human genus to extinction. Evidence in support of RAE will
be taken up in Chapter 5.
The earliest known Asian humans, dated to 1.8 MYA, were discovered in Georgia in the
1990s – 2000s. 17 The few skeletons found there exhibited so much diversity that they might have
been regarded as different species if they had been found in different locations. 18 This realization
has prompted scientists to be more conservative about lumping physical variations together into
single species. In other words, the number of early human species might be overestimated based
on skeletal features alone.
MRE advocates believe in a “regional continuity” of fossil and cultural remains. In each
particular region, human fossils bear a certain combination of traits that has never changed. For
example, northern Chinese fossil skulls have particular “Chinese” features * that appeared the same
500,000 years ago as today.

19

These features were not wiped out by an African invasion. The

same is true of tool use; Chinese early humans never adopted the African hand axe. 20 Furthermore,
fossils in multiple regions exhibit a gradual long-term transition from erectus or Neanderthal
features to sapiens features. 21
The strongest evidence in favor of MRE is certain DNA analysis. One study showed an
ongoing pattern of gene flow across the Old World for most of the last two million years. 22 Gene
flow can occur when one group migrates and mates as it goes, or when communities mate in one
gradual continuum across the continent. There was a mass migration several hundred thousand
years ago, which included the travels of Homo antecessor / heidelbergensis from Africa into
Europe and Asia. 23 This mass migration was characterized by assimilation of new genes into old
populations.

24

It is now well known that Neanderthal DNA is not completely extinct, but

comprises a small percentage of today’s human genome. 25 Some African / European mating even
seems to date back at least 200,000 years, which would be impossible if modern humans only left
Africa 100 TYA. 26 These conclusions would seem to close the case on RAE, but MRE is imperfect
27

*

and of course we have only heard one side of the story. To be continued in Chapter 5 … .

Strictly skeletal features, not the outward skin / hair / eye appearances that we call “race” today.
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C. The Big Brain Bang
One of the most striking features of the human fossil record is the ballooning brain. Brain
size is limited by cranial capacity, the volume of the skull’s hollow interior. Australopithecus
species had an average cranial capacity of 450 cc, * slightly larger than a modern chimpanzee’s,
and their capacity held steady for two million years. In the two million years since, the Homo
genus has tripled that volume! 28

Hominin brain size (cc)
1600
1400
1200
1000

Australopithecus

800
600
400

Homo

200
0
3

2.5

2

1.5

1

0.5

0

MYA

Average brain size for species spaced apart by 500,000 years

Sheer brain size is not a completely fair measurement, because humans have larger bodies
than Australopithecines. Yet even when brain size is measured as a percentage of body mass, this
ratio has roughly doubled in the same time frame. 29 The trend is undeniably cast in stone.
The big brain bang raises two obvious questions with not-so-obvious answers: the cause
and the effect. The field abounds with hypotheses. Several factors that are commonly cited as
causes are also described as effects. This seems sensible; a combination of positive feedback loops
could have dramatic consequences. For example, the use of tools can facilitate butchering animals,

*

This cc stands for “cubic centimeters”, not “cranial capacity”.
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which in turn can feed a larger brain. If a larger brain is a smarter brain, then it can invent better
tools for hunting and butchering … ad infinitum. 30 Likewise, if smarter early humans could outlive
and outmate their dimwitted neighbors, they would have more egg headed children, initiating a
cerebral arms race. 31
The underlying assumption here, though, is that larger brains are smarter. This is true in a
very gross sense (vertebrates are certainly more intelligent than insects) but, on closer comparison,
the brain size / intelligence correlation is very weak, especially among individuals within a species.
32

Compounding this, early humans did not display many immediate signs of intellectual progress.

Aside from tools and fire, most indications of humanity’s remarkable intelligence occurred only
within the Chapter 5 time frame. It seems that the brain may have enlarged for different reasons,
secondarily acquiring an exceptional potential that was exploited later.
Could it have had something to do with climate? The synchronization of the big brain bang
with the ice ages, and with humanity’s expansions out of Africa, is too compelling to ignore. It
was around two million years ago that H. erectus first encountered winter weather, during which
plants were dormant and humans had to learn how to hunt to survive. Compared to the other apes,
humans had by far the broadest range. Perhaps braininess was man’s adaptation to becoming a
generalist, able to conquer a variety of niches. Then there were the longer-term cycles of climate
change. A species acclimated to harsh ice age weather could flourish explosively in a bountiful
interglacial (such as the present one; see Chapter 4). These “boom times” could lead to faster
growth and sexual maturity.

Some scientists attribute our large head-to-body ratio as a

consequence of juvenilization – the carry-over of childlike proportions into adulthood – especially
during such times of rapid growth and reproduction. 33
Now that we are endowed with our top-heavy anatomy, we think of it as an obvious
blessing. We must remember that every evolutionary gain comes at a cost. Human brains are
ridiculously expensive. We spend 20% of our energy on this 2% of our mass. 34 Worse yet, large
brains and skulls make childbirth difficult, not an uncommon cause of death for mothers and
infants. The solution has been a slowdown of body growth, yet this has resulted in human infants’
being abnormally underdeveloped and helpless. The fact that humans became so brainy despite
these serious challenges suggests that there must have been a persistent evolutionary pressure
behind the trend.
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The modern human brain is not anatomically outstanding by any single metric. 35 It is not
the largest brain by absolute or relative size. It does not have the most neurons or the largest
cortex. We seem to have gotten lucky with a double whammy: primate brain structure augmented
by human brain size. Elephants and whales have larger brains, but primates evolved denser and
faster neurons. 36 Then the big brain bang made human brains exceptionally large and complex 37
even for primates.

D. Tools
As discussed in the introduction, the field of archaeology – the study of human artifacts –
dates back about three million years. For most of this time, the only artifacts to be found are those
made of stone. Early humans may have made tools out of wood or bones, but most of them are
long gone.

38

Metal working came much more recently, so the Stone Age is aptly named as the

time when stone tools were at the “cutting edge” of technology. In fact, though today we use the
phrase “Stone Age technology” as an insult, in its time it was revolutionary.
Chapter 7 introduced tool use as an outgrowth of apes’ special mechanical insight.
Chimpanzees commonly crack nuts open with hammer stones and use sticks to catch insects.
Hominins probably had a similar toolkit, but they took it to another level when they began making
their own stone tools. Chimpanzees (and presumably early hominins) use stones as they find them.
Only humans * can modify stones to create new special-purpose tools. Functionally, human tools
go beyond mere hammering and usually have sharp edges; we are the only animal to use tools for
cutting and scraping.
There are multiple reasons that such tools came from humans alone, even aside from
advanced intellect. The earliest tools would be especially valuable for butchery, a more urgent
need for increasingly carnivorous humans than for their jungle cousins. The earliest evidence of
tool usage takes the form of notches cut in animal bone, which bear the distinctive pattern of
butchering blades. 39 We can imagine a group of men carving up an antelope carcass quickly before
the lions and hyenas arrive, and proudly carrying the meat and leather back home for their family.
Furthermore, human hands, with their long thumbs and fine musculature, have a much better

*

and a few individual apes specifically tutored by humans
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precision grip than other apes. Domesticated apes are not very good at making humanesque tools
even when they are taught.
It is not clear who the first tool-crafting hominins were. The record was once given to
Homo habilis, which was actually defined as human on the basis of tools. However, the
archaeological record has now been pushed back past three million years, well beyond H. habilis.
Species such as A. garhi and Kenyanthropus platyops are now considered likely candidates for the
earliest tool makers, making them “human” by at least one definition!
The basic technique of making stone tools is called knapping. A knapper strikes one stone,
the core, with another stone, the hammer. When the core is properly selected and properly struck,
the hammer will knock sharp flakes off of it. The best flakes are functional as scrapers and blades,
and the core itself can serve as a larger tool. Knapping is an art much more sophisticated than just
bashing rocks together. Selecting the wrong stones or striking them together improperly will result
in useless shards. A modern hobbyist must spend years mastering the craft.

40

Clearly, our

ancestors found tool-making important enough to devote arduous practice to it.
The Lomekwian tools from 3.3 MYA were large and crude by later standards, and have
only been found in one location. By 2.5 MYA, tool use was widespread and moderately
standardized. Oldowan or “pebble tool” technology used round pebble stones.

41

Tool makers

recognized that certain minerals worked better than
others, and they learned how to find smooth stones
in riverbeds. The Oldowan technique is thus the
first evidence of human culture; it seemed to involve
a diffusion of knowledge. Homo erectus adopted
Oldowan technology and took it out of Africa.
Oldowan sites are found from Spain to Korea.

An Oldowan chopper.
See endnote for attribution.
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It was also H. erectus who advanced tools to the
Acheulean stage, which eventually spread almost
everywhere except China.

The icon of Acheulean

technology is the bifacial hand axe, a core stone
carefully carved into a hand-sized teardrop shape.

42

Hand axes are very symmetric and deliberately shaped.
It is difficult for a layman to differentiate early Oldowan
tools from naturally occurring rocks. Acheulean hand
axes are very obviously man-made. Looking at one
gives a glimpse into a mind with an undeniably human
form of conscious agency, stunning for an artifact
millions of years old.
Tools confer enormous benefits for feeding and
defense, so they had quite an impact on the evolution of
their makers. As tools took over some functions of
muscles and teeth, the entire body became more gracile.
The unique attributes of the human hand show strong

An Acheulean hand axe.
See endnote for attribution.

evidence of selection for grasping objects, throwing or hurling them together, and making precise
manipulations – and this evolution happened quickly within the last two million years. 43 It seems
that tools made man just as man made tools.

IV. The Origins Of Human Nature
Much of what makes us human derives from the fact that we are eukaryotes, animals,
tetrapods, mammals, primates, and apes. But when we use the term “human nature”, we are
usually thinking of the qualities that set us apart from all other animals, even the other great apes.
While the most dramatic behavior was manifested more recently, evolution was hard at work
defining the human animal millions of years ago.
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A. Meat, Hunting, and Cooking
You are what you eat. By that adage, our Pleistocene ancestors went through quite a
transformation. Our diet is one of the sharp dividing lines between humans and other apes. The
two major unique elements of our diet are meat and cooked food.
Chimps and humans are the only apes that eat vertebrate meat, and humans eat quite a bit
more. Because we also eat a large amount of plant matter, we are classified as omnivores. Eating
meat allows us to obtain a large proportion of our calories from animal fat instead of plant oils and
carbohydrates.
Most likely, hominins always ate some invertebrate meat (insects, snails, etc.) as all apes
do. Australopithecines also ate seeds and nuts, so their digestive systems were already prepared
for relatively concentrated doses of protein and lipids. Hominins probably next progressed to
catching small vertebrates and scavenging large animal carcasses. Judging from cut marks on
animal bones, they were already butchering cow-sized animals (presumptively scavenged
carcasses) by 3 MYA. 44 As they relocated to sparser wintry environments, early humans had to
rely even more on meat to supplement a dwindling fruit supply. By 2 MYA they were eating
seafood, 45 which is often cited as an important factor for early human brain development. 46 For
their grand finale, early humans took to hunting large game – boars, deer, cattle, hippos, all the
way to elephants. This is a remarkable path to follow for a relatively small, slow creature with no
claws or fangs. The earliest evidence of a human hunt dates to 2MYA. 47 It may have been another
million years before hunting was common.
When it comes to early humans like Homo erectus, the only adventure that captures our
imagination more than an elephant hunt is the domestication of fire. Humans learned how to
preserve wildfire long before they mastered the art of creating their own.

48

The timing of these

events is uncertain. It’s safe to say that some humans were definitely keeping fires, if not yet
lighting them, by several hundred thousand years ago. 49
Heating food denatures its macromolecules, breaking them up or “loosening” them so that
it is easier for the body to digest them. Cooking also helps kill bacteria and preserve food. It is
just as effective for plant matter as meat (can you imagine eating a raw yam?) so the quest for fire
could have occurred independently of the hunt.
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Meat and cooked food are “high quality” food dense in calories and minerals. On the flip
side, they are difficult to obtain. Cooking and hunting take time and energy. Hunting is a highrisk / high-return gamble. 50 These were the choices that early humans made. High quality food
changed the human body forever, to the extent that we now depend on it. Compared to the other
apes, the human digestive system is small for our bodies. As a proportion of the gastrointestinal
tract, humans have a large small intestine, which does the bulk of digestion for nourishment, and
a small large intestine, which post-processes the lower-quality food. 51 According to the appealing
“expensive tissue” hypothesis,
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the availability of high quality food allowed hominins to

downgrade the gut and re-invest that energy to the growing body and brain.
Omnivory, hunting, and cooking were as revolutionary for human behavior as for the body.
Hunting-gathering or foraging was the predominant human lifestyle from the dawn of the genus
until the Chapter 4 time frame. Family structure and gender relations, social cooperation and
competition, and the role of the human species within the animal kingdom were all cast within the
foraging framework. For example, male hunting / female gathering was the original human
division of labor. The practice of sharing meat was the foundation of proto-politics, -insurance,
and -economics for millions of years.
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Perhaps due to our high-quality diets,
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humans even

reproduce much more rapidly than other apes. And as we all know, fire serves more purposes than
cooking. Protected within the warm glow of their campfires, early humans became the dominant
species of an ever-expanding habitat.

B. Naked Apes Running All Around
For his classic book describing humans from a zoologist’s perspective, Desmond Morris
chose the title The Naked Ape. Our bare skin is so anomalous that it is one of the first physical
features we cite when we dignify ourselves as “non-animal”. Truth be told, humans have just as
many body hairs as other apes; it’s just that ours are much shorter and finer.
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Without splitting

hairs, though, the fact remains that humans made a dramatic makeover. This inquiry into the
origins of hairlessness will lead us into a surprising and sometimes speculative web of highlights
in the making of the human animal.
Besides hairlessness, human skin has another important property: humans sweat profusely
and more efficiently than any other animal. When human sweat evaporates, it very effectively
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carries heat away from the body – but only when it evaporates directly from the surface of the skin,
not an outer layer of fur. Therefore, it’s likely that sweating and bare skin evolved together to help
keep early humans cool, even as they were active in the daytime. 56 Incidentally, when bare skin
is exposed to intense sun, it must darken to protect the body from excess ultra-violet sunlight. The
first bare-skinned humans almost surely had very dark complexions, as tropical populations still
do today.
There is some irony to the fact that the human body perfected heat venting as the planet
plunged into ice ages. Humans could have used fur coats over the next million years as they
migrated into northern climes, but the hair loss probably occurred earlier while they were still
restricted to tropical and sub-tropical regions. In fact, ice ages led to a more arid Africa with fewer
shade trees, thus exacerbating humans’ exposure to sun.
Besides that, sunlight is not the only source of heat. The body produces heat of its own;
hairlessness and sweat glands are indicative of an animal that burns a great deal of energy. We
already know of one particularly energy-hungry organ – the human brain. Our bare skin might be
just the radiator required to keep the engine in our head from overheating.
Many scientists believe that early humans also generated a great deal of body heat by
running. 57 Not until the human genus did hominins fully commit themselves to life out of the trees
and down on the ground. While Australopithecines did certainly walk upright, it was probably a
slow waddle of a walk. Homo erectus gave bipedalism a whole new swagger, the steady longlegged stride that we use today. In fact, from erectus we have inherited a body that appears
engineered for endurance running.
Kinesiologists will tell you that running is not simply fast walking, and you understand this
instinctively when you walk with increasing speed until your body must “shift gears” into a run.
Running takes the joints and muscles through a greater range of motions, including a small vertical
leap with each stride, and it places all the weight on one foot. It places great stress on bones,
muscles, and ligaments, and it requires better subconscious balance and control than walking.
Running long distances is especially demanding of the digestive and cardiovascular systems. From
the shape of the heel to the size of the butt, the human body has adapted to meet all of these
demands and more.
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What we lack in speed, we make up for in endurance. In a marathon, the

slow-and-steady human can outrun the best sprinters, including antelopes 59 and cheetahs. 60
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Humans are so good at endurance running that it makes us suspect there was a compelling
reason for it. Why were all those naked apes running around so much two million years ago?
Today’s scientists debate whether running was necessary to scavenge or hunt. Maybe early
humans had to routinely outrace competing scavengers or even chase prey to exhaustion.
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It’s

just as plausible that running helped humans evade predators. Naked apes were curiously
vulnerable creatures out in the open. They were not especially large or strong, and they lacked
armor. Their stone tools were probably not very effective as weapons.
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Perhaps they got by on

being swift of mind and fleet of foot.

C. Family and Social Life
To us, the institutions of marriage and nuclear family seem so natural that we never stop to
question them. But when it comes to sex and parenting, humans are actually the freaks of nature.
We are the only social mammal to pair up in long-term bonds. Fathers commit an exceptional
amount of time, energy, and resources to supporting their own children. Paternal care is unknown
to other social mammals. It makes sense for humans because fathers (usually) know who their
own children are. We are not an entirely monogamous species and probably never were, but the
roles of “husband” and “father” are institutionalized in nearly all human societies. 63
The aspects of human sexuality and parenting that differ from other apes’ are those that
evolved in response to specific human needs. Therefore, we should not be surprised to find them
related to other uniquely human conditions. In fact, scientists are currently attempting to explain
these sexual behaviors in their relation to temperate climate, hunting, cooking, large brains, and
even tools. This is a tantalizing and frustrating field. The origin of human family and social life
is a big question for which we crave definite answers, but it remains a mystery open to speculation.
The best we can do here is summarize some of the most reasonable and favored hypotheses.
As children’s brains (and skulls) grew, they were forced into slower development so that
they were not too large at birth. 64 Consequently, human infants are absolutely helpless for years.
Following childbirth, nursing puts mothers in a very vulnerable position as well. Two years of
breastfeeding is even more demanding on a mother’s body than nine months of pregnancy. Mother
and her child must be well fed, exactly at the time when her foraging capabilities are at a low. 65
A caretaking father can help provide food and protection for the family unit.
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In a social setting, the success of childhood is measured not only by nutrition but also by
education. As humans lived in increasingly complex bands of smarter peers, childhood became a
foundational period to learn complex skills (such as knapping tools) and social competence. As
humans usually live in male-based kin groups – women traditionally leave home at maturity and
apparently have done so for millions of years 66 – the paternal connection is especially important.
From the male point of view, the commitment to fatherhood required (or followed) a
transition from promiscuity. To oversimplify the issue, a male can spend his time and effort either
raising his children at home or leaving a trail of love children with multiple single mothers. If it
were up to his genes, he might opt for the latter. However, this is not entirely his choice to make.
He is up against competitive males and cautious females. Monogamy is a social decision, not an
individual one. One major benefit is more widespread availability of mates to all males, not just
the dominant ones, without the need to fight. Humans are the least sexually dimorphic great ape.
Men have relatively small bodies and small teeth, traits that generally indicate minimal male
fighting. Human females have also swayed the communal decision by becoming more inclined to
monogamy than promiscuous chimps or harem gorillas. 67
Most mammalian females are receptive to mating only when they are “in heat”, which
usually coincides with ovulation and the opportunity for fertilization. Chimpanzee females
blatantly signal their heat with swollen red genitals. Humans have gone to the opposite extreme,
with an ovulation cycle that is concealed from men and even from women themselves. 68 Women
no longer have a “heat” cycle, yet they are potentially receptive to their mates’ advances at any
time of month. We have replaced low-frequency / high-fertilization sex with a higher-frequency /
lower-fertilization strategy. This gives sex a new non-reproductive role of pair-bonding and
enticing the male to remain loyal. Humans are unique among social mammals for having sex in
private. This intensifies the pair-bond as distinct from normal social relations. 69 Neurotransmitters
such as AVP may play a role in emotionally bonding men to their mates and children. 70
However it happened, the nuclear family – two parents and their biological children – has
become the fundamental social unit in most human societies. Brothers and male cousins generally
stay together and create extended family units. For most of the past few million years, the foraging
lifestyle did not support large or stable communities. Family units fragmented into different
bands, though adjacent bands were connected by “marriage” and alliances. Humans have much
better facial recognition than chimps and can recognize their relatives through the years, helping
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71

On the flipside, bands also competed

aggressively and violently for scarce resources. Family cohesion was essential for the ongoing
cycle of cooperating with “us” to compete against “them”. Human social life is the most complex
of any animal, and our brains devote a large share of their powers to understanding each other.

D. Vocalization
The development of speech is one of the most inscrutable mysteries of human nature. It
was once so open to guesswork that prestigious journals banned articles on the subject! There is
now a growing field of indirect evidence from fossil anatomy, comparative linguistics, and
prehistoric culture. To get a handle on it, I will separate speech into two aspects. Vocalization is
the physical production of sound with the body. Language is the use of symbols to communicate
meaning. These are two different concepts that just happen to intersect in human speech. The
present discussion is limited to human vocalization, which, even without language, is fascinating
in its own right. The linguistic aspect of speech will follow as one of the major topics of Chapter
5.
We generate speech with our larynx or “voice box”. Exhaled air vibrates the vocal cords
in the larynx. The sound produced by these cords is then amplified and modified in the mouth,
nose, and throat. In these regards, humans are far from unique. All mammals and even reptiles
have vocal cords. But a few features of human vocalization are truly unusual.
All non-human apes vocalize with air sacs, which are good amplifiers but would make
speech sound somewhat muddled. 72 Humans lost air sacs somewhere along the way, trading them
in for the pharynx, a resonant tube in the upper throat. The pharynx was formed as the larynx
descended below the base of the tongue.
The pharynx opened up space for the tongue to become more flexible. This in turn was
critical, because only humans use the tongue and lips to shape sounds emerging from the mouth.
Each letter of the alphabet owes its sound to the positioning of soft tissue. 73 Dozens of tiny muscles
perform specialized functions such as opening / closing the jaw and lips, shaping the tongue, and
controlling tension on the vocal cords. The human brain coordinates these movements precisely
and rapidly; an average person pronounces about 10 sounds per second.
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Human vocalization also relies heavily on breath control. When you speak a sentence, you
start with a quick inhalation. Then you carefully pace your exhalation to support your voice evenly
from beginning to end. Other apes lack control over their breath tempo, while humans have taken
it to the extremes of inflection, poetry, and song.
The details of how, when, and “why” these features all evolved are unresolved. Some
scientists claim that the first signs of culture, such as tools and fire, are evidence that Homo erectus
had language 2 MYA. 74 On the other extreme, some believe that speech was not possible until the
human throat acquired its modern proportions 50 TYA. 75 Some of the earliest fossil evidence of
the transition is found in H. heidelbergensis about 600 TYA. Heidelberg Man is the first human
known to have lost air sacs 76, and his ear anatomy was attuned to the frequencies of the human
voice.
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The nerve for controlling breath and speech apparatus is larger in Neanderthals and H.

sapiens than in erectus, 78 implying that this enhancement also originated with Heidelberg.
These vocal features may have evolved along with language
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or separately to serve

different functions. For instance, an elongated pharynx amplifies and deepens vocal calls and
makes a male sound artificially large, an advantage in social competition.
control is sometimes cited as a critical factor in the evolution of running.
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Interestingly, breath
In any event, when

humans had the capacity to invent language, they needed means to communicate it with. It is hard
to imagine a better medium than their incredible voices to convey such precision and emotion all
at once.

V.

Conclusions

An apt name for this chapter would be “The Human Animal”. By and large, the first
humans were just another animal, not a breed apart. Yet, like any animal, early Homo evolved a
set of characteristics not shared by any other genus, including our closest ape cousins. Humans
are as biologically unique as zebras or termites. Our large brain, bare skin, and agile tongue are
just a few standout features.
Some of the most buzzworthy and controversial questions about evolution involve the
characterization of human nature. What kind of diet are we “meant” to eat? Is it “natural” for
humans to be monogamous? To search for answers, it is common to look to the early Pleistocene
Epoch, when we (arbitrarily) seem to first recognize our ancestors as human. Although any
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conclusion based on the Pleistocene alone would be a pat answer, it can be insightful to review the
environments in which some human behaviors were derived.
The human animal is a generalist. Originally shaped by the hot, dry plains of southeastern
Africa, early human species colonized diverse ecosystems across all of Africa and southern
Eurasia. The climate swings of the Quaternary ice ages further varied the landscapes that they
encountered. Humans adapted by becoming intelligent and omnivorous. They learned to hunt,
process, and cook food. Contrary to the paleo-diet fad, the human digestive and immune systems
are now reliant on high quality meat and / or cooked food.
Late hominins or early humans underwent major changes in life history. Infants were born
more helpless, childhood grew longer, females stopped signaling ovulation and became more
monogamous, and males competed less with each other and bonded more with their mates and
children. These trends all apparently contributed to formation of the nuclear family. Humans are
highly social, though for millions of years their communities were no larger than loosely affiliated
bands of extended families. Thus, what we think of as traditional marriage is suited specifically
for that sparsely populated foraging environment (and for people with short lifespans). Variations
on the theme might be just as “natural” in different settings.
Early humans were the smartest animal, yet they were still underdeveloped as intellectual
beings. It is tantalizing to imagine what drove the big brain bang. The most popular hypotheses
propose that braininess was forced by social competition and / or the creation of tools.
Alternatively, it may have been a biological byproduct of juvenilization, a developmental
carryover of childlike features (like large heads) into adulthood.
The first inklings that humans had mental powers beyond the other animals were stone
tools, dating back to hominins 3MYA, and the use of fire, especially within the last million years.
Otherwise, species like Homo erectus probably did not exhibit much of the spark that we now call
human spirit. Its full realization would have to wait until the appearance of Homo sapiens in
Chapter 5.
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